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Elton slams HIV discrimination
THE US states of Alabama

cilities alongside death row
convicts, according to John.
"Of course, prisoners
waive certain rights when
they break the law," John

and South Carolina discrim

inate against HIVpositive
prisoners by separating them

from others and excluding
them from early release pro
grammes, singer Elton John

wrote. "But HIV is no lon

ger a death sentence; simply
having the virus merits nei
ther cruel and unusual pun

(pic) said yesterday.
Infected inmates also face

hurdles accessing treatment
they need to manage their
disease and stop it from
progressing, the British ce
lebrity alleged in an opinion
piece published in the Wash

ishment nor the denial of

opportunities to earn one's

way back into society."
John said authorities in the
two southern states insist

their policies are justified by
the need to provide medi

ington Post.

"In the '80s, people infect

Elton John AIDS Foundation

cal care to such inmates and

ed with the AIDS virus faced

and penned Love is The Cure:
On Life, Loss and the End of

prevent the spread of the vi
rus — two points he called
excuses lacking evidence.
"By depriving HIVpositive
prisoners of equal treatment,

horrendous, daily discrimi
nation and injustice," John
wrote. "Today, Alabama and
South Carolina are blatantly
and dangerously discrimi
nating against HIVpositive
prisoners."
John is the founder of the

AIDS.

While in Alabama, prison
ers infected with HIV are
forced to wear white arm

bands, their counterparts in

Alabama and South Caro

South Carolina are housed

lina promote fear, prejudice
and even violence against

in maximum security fa

them." — AFP

